Cognitive dysfunction in major depression and Alzheimer’s disease is associated with hippocampal–prefrontal cortex dysconnectivity

Abstract: Cognitive dysfunction is prevalent in psychiatric disorders. Deficits are observed in multiple domains, including working memory, executive function, attention, and information processing. Disability caused by cognitive dysfunction is frequently as debilitating as the prominent emotional disturbances. Interactions between the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex are increasingly appreciated as an important link between cognition and emotion. Recent developments in optogenetics, imaging, and connectomics can enable the investigation of this circuit in a manner that is relevant to disease pathophysiology. The goal of this review is to shed light on the contributions of this circuit to cognitive dysfunction in neuropsychiatric disorders, focusing on Alzheimer’s disease and depression.
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Introduction

A major goal of preclinical investigations has been to parse the relative importance of specific brain regions and subregions in the context of neuropsychiatric disorders. While this approach is useful in understanding the contribution of specific cellular phenotypes, identifying key signal-transduction pathways and individual molecules, it does not integrate disease-induced pathophysiological changes that influence multiple brain regions and their functional interactions. The ability to define mental health diseases as circuit disorders and identify the circuits that are relevant to particular diseases can lead us to a perspective that is closer to the clinical disease state and enable us to consider interventions that can repair these circuits and restore the brain-activity network. A potential advantage with the circuit approach is that the same circuit is likely to be impaired across disorders when there is overlap in the expression of behavioral deficits.

The hippocampal formation (HPF) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) interact in a bidirectional manner to regulate several cognitive functions and process emotional information. They are critically important structures in the brain’s memory system, facilitating fast encoding of new information, consolidation, retrieval, and organization of the memory network. There is strong neural synchrony between the two regions during behavior, and their functional interaction is regulated by oscillations. The neural ensemble formed by the cells in the hippocampus and PFC mutually influences each other in a circuit-like fashion in modulating emotional and cognitive processes. Connections between the hippocampus and PFC have been demonstrated in rodents, primates, and humans. The rodent and human hippocampal prefrontal connections are illustrated...
schematically in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The HPF and PFC are connected by both monosynaptic and polysynaptic connections. Retrograde-labeling studies revealed that projections from the medial PFC (mPFC) robustly label neurons in the ventral hippocampus and subiculum. Anterograde labeling revealed connections between the CA1 region of the hippocampus and the subiculum with the mPFC. Indirect multisynaptic connections between the HPF to mPFC include projections through the nucleus accumbens, ventral tegmental area, amygdala, entorhinal cortex, and midline thalamus. These complex multisynaptic pathways are involved in higher cognitive functions and dysregulated in various neuropsychiatric disorders. We review the influence of aberrations in the hippocampus–PFC circuit on cognitive dysfunction in depression and Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

**Hippocampal–PFC circuit in depression**

Depression afflicts 298 million people globally. Untreated depression is the leading cause of suicide in the 15- to 24-year age-group. A better understanding of disease pathology and more efficacious treatments are needed, as currently available prescription antidepressants are effective in only about 60% of affected individuals. Although chronic stress and trauma, particularly in early life, has been connected with vulnerability to depression, the precise neurobiological underpinnings are yet to be understood. A complex interaction between genetic and environmental factors is also involved in disease pathophysiology.

Multiple brain regions have been studied to understand the etiology of depression, including the hippocampus, amygdala, striatum, insula, medial thalamus, and several frontal cortex (FC) regions. Significant attention has been focused on the hippocampus, due to its central role in the stress-induced dysregulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. Additionally, imaging studies in patients with depression have shown a reduction in hippocampal volume. It is also the most frequently noted brain structure alteration in depression. Smaller but consistent reductions have also been reported in the PFC.

Elevated corticosterone levels and...
dysregulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis are ascribed as contributing factors in the hippocampal shrinkage that occurs in major patients with depressive disorder (MDD), but the precise molecular and cellular mechanisms involved are not known. Support for examining the hippocampus also comes from preclinical antidepressant studies demonstrating that hippocampal neurogenesis, which occurs in the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus (DG), is important for the behavioral effects of antidepressants. Interestingly, the DG is also vulnerable to the effects of stress, evidenced by a decline in subgranular zone neurogenesis.

The fact that the hippocampus is also central in memory functions makes it a crucial brain region that mediates both dysregulated mood and cognitive dysfunction in depression. A rapidly accumulating body of evidence indicates that a segmentation of the hippocampus along its axis, dorsoventral in rodents and posterioanterior in primates, is responsible for its dual functionality in regulating both emotion and cognition, the dorsal hippocampus being involved in cognitive function and the ventral in mood and anxiety.

**Hippocampal subfields in depression**

There is significant interest in understanding the role of specific hippocampal subfields in depression, as these have the potential to inform the precision of brain stimulation-based therapeutic interventions, and deciphering...
hippocampal neuroplasticity in disease states and response to antidepressant treatment.\textsuperscript{32,33} Immunohistochemical analysis of postmortem brains from depressed patients revealed lower granule-cell number and smaller volume of the granule-cell layer in the anterior DG of untreated patients.\textsuperscript{32} No significant changes were noted in the posterior DG. Structural analysis reported the strongest volumetric decreases in the DG of unmedicated MDD patients, which were partially rescued by antidepressant treatment.\textsuperscript{34} Imaging brain regions as a function of depressive episodes showed that illness progression led to reduction in DG volume and thinning of the left mPFC, with no effect on amygdala volume.\textsuperscript{35} A consensus picture that emerges from clinical imaging studies is that the DG is the most vulnerable hippocampal subfield in depression. It is however not known whether this is purely disease-related or if there are also predisposing genetic factors that result in the DG being preferentially affected in depression. Animal-stress studies have demonstrated that the DG is particularly sensitive to elevations in glucocorticoid levels and reduced neurogenesis in the subgranular zone. Although a reduction in neurogenesis could contribute to a reduction in DG volume, it is unlikely to be the only factor.\textsuperscript{36} The findings give rise to several questions that will require clinical and preclinical investigation. As antidepressants (primarily selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors) are able partially to rescue volumetric deficits, it would be important to investigate the cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in volume recovery. The correlation between volume recovery and mood improvement also needs to be examined.

**Cognitive deficits in depression**

Cognitive dysfunction in depression has become a topic of recent interest as the field has increasingly recognized that these deficits impede functional recovery and are independent of emotional disturbances.\textsuperscript{37,38} Patients with MDD frequently exhibit difficulty with attention,\textsuperscript{39} information processing,\textsuperscript{40} working memory,\textsuperscript{41} and executive function.\textsuperscript{42} It should be stressed that these deficits are not uniformly present in all depressed patients, as some abnormalities have been reported in specific MDD subgroups. However, the persistence of these deficits despite improvement in mood\textsuperscript{43,44} calls for efforts to understand how cognitive dysfunction is intertwined with depression and to develop treatments that specifically target this aspect of the illness.

Rodent studies have provided support for the hypothesis that functional interactions between the hippocampus and PFC are reflected in synchronized neuronal activity.\textsuperscript{3,4,45} Interestingly, there is an increase in \( \theta \)-frequency synchronization between the ventral hippocampus and the mPFC in mice exposed to an anxiogenic environment, implicating this circuit in behavioral inhibition, which is characterized by reduced exploration during anxiety.\textsuperscript{46} Impaired synaptic plasticity of this circuit was suggested in another neural oscillation study that employed the chronic unpredictable stress paradigm to generate a depression-like phenotype.\textsuperscript{47} Hippocampus–PFC connectivity-dependent memory consolidation was impaired in depressed patients in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study that showed reduced hippocampal connectivity to the PFC.\textsuperscript{48} Early-life stress exposure is a known risk factor for developing depression later in life.\textsuperscript{19} The heightened vulnerability of the brain to emotional and psychological insults during childhood likely results in long-lasting changes in the brain that increase the risk of being afflicted by depression later in life. Understanding the link between childhood-stress exposure and brain function can thus provide critical insight into disease etiology. A significant interaction was found between childhood emotional neglect and reductions in hippocampal and PFC volumes in MDD patients,\textsuperscript{49} which could signify an association between circuit and structural abnormalities. Can a faulty circuit lead to structural abnormalities? Perhaps they are independent defects that coexist under certain conditions, resulting in higher levels of functional impairment.

**Autobiographical memory in depression**

A bias toward recall of negative events is frequently seen in depressed patients. In particular, autobiographical memory (AM), the recollection of personal experiences, is impaired in depression. AM is important for effective interaction with the world, as it involves an individual’s perception of self and the ability to solve problems using information from past personal events.\textsuperscript{50,51} Suicidal patients have been noted to generalize their responses when queried about past events, and unable to recall event specifics.\textsuperscript{52} This characteristic memory, termed “overgeneral” AM, is a persistent feature of major depression.\textsuperscript{50} Due to the complex nature of AM, involving episodic memory, self-reflection, emotional valence, and visual recall, the activation of multiple brain regions would be expected.\textsuperscript{53} High-resolution fMRI using multivoxel pattern analysis firmly implicated the ventromedial PFC and the hippocampus in AM representation.\textsuperscript{44} A meta-analysis of AM functional neuroimaging studies noted that PFC activation was consistently reported, and over half the studies showed hippocampal activation.\textsuperscript{53} Hippocampal activation...
frequently occurred in a core AM network that includes the parahippocampus, perirhinal, and entorhinal cortices. Event-related fMRI shed additional light on the various parameters of AM that influence hippocampal activation, and indicated that recollective qualities were an important component.\textsuperscript{55} Neuroimaging fMRI analysis of AM retrieval in epilepsy patients with left hippocampal atrophy revealed significant deficits in task-related AM-network activity and strength of connections, suggesting that the hippocampus is a critical node in the AM network.\textsuperscript{56}

**Hippocampal–PFC circuit in Alzheimer’s disease**

The HPF is strongly implicated in AD pathology, with evidence from imaging, psychological testing, and post-mortem analysis. The emergence of initial symptoms in AD corresponds to pathological changes in the hippocampus. A meta-analysis of structural imaging studies utilizing data from 700 patients concluded that at the time of AD diagnosis, hippocampal volume loss was at 23% in comparison to similar-age controls.\textsuperscript{37} Longitudinal studies have shown that a specific reduction in the volume of the left amygdala–hippocampal complex is evident 5 years before AD diagnosis.\textsuperscript{38} The AD Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), a major multicenter neuroimaging study, reported a reduction in hippocampal volume in patients with AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a precursor to AD development.\textsuperscript{39} It also documented substantial reduction in volume within a span of 6 months, and more accelerated volume loss in AD carriers of the ApoE\textsuperscript{4} allele.\textsuperscript{39} Furthermore, the rate of volume loss correlated with cognitive decline.\textsuperscript{25,29} The presence of the ApoE\textsuperscript{4} allele is the strongest genetic risk factor for AD, producing higher AD pathology and structural and functional alterations in the brain.\textsuperscript{60} Structural imaging revealed a specific reduction in left hippocampal volume in ApoE\textsuperscript{4} carriers at early-stage AD.\textsuperscript{61} An MRI marker capable of determining hippocampal texture was developed using scans from the large ADNI database and tested in three separate cohorts.\textsuperscript{62} From the available prognostic results, it appears that hippocampal texture might be more sensitive than volume reduction in predicting CI and progression from MCI to AD.\textsuperscript{62}

**Hippocampal subfields in AD**

A recent approach to improve diagnostic predictive power is the imaging of hippocampal subfields. Extensive volumetric and shape analyses employing a variety of methods, such as manual segmentation of the entire hippocampus, voxel-based morphometry, and surface reconstruction, have yielded a consensus that subfield atrophy in AD is primarily in CA1.\textsuperscript{63} This finding from live imaging investigations correlates well with previous histological examination of postmortem AD brain tissue showing highest neuronal loss in CA1 (68%), followed by the subiculum (47%) and hilus (25%) compared to the age-matched control group.\textsuperscript{64} CA1 and subiculum atrophy were detectable in cognitively normal individuals 6 years prior to AD diagnosis,\textsuperscript{65} indicating involvement of specific hippocampal subfields early in the disease process.

There are broad similarities in hippocampal volume loss in AD and depression, which could underlie the overlap in affective and cognitive deficits. Structural imaging of hippocampal subfields and immunohistochemical and historical analyses have shown that there is divergence in the specific subfields and cell types that are affected. Volumetric reduction in the DG is consistently reported in depression, although the precise mechanisms remain to be elucidated. In contrast, hippocampal atrophy in AD is caused by neuronal cell loss in the CA1 region and the entorhinal cortex, while the DG is mostly well preserved.\textsuperscript{66} Whether these differences also influence how information flows through the hippocampal circuit in these diseases would be worthy of investigation.

Amyloid and neurofibrillary tangles, abnormally folded protein structures in the AD brain, initially accumulate in the entorhinal cortex and then spread to the hippocampus.\textsuperscript{67} This phenomenon has the potential to disrupt local and global hippocampal-dependent connectivity.\textsuperscript{68} Connectivity can also be impaired before the emergence of landmark pathology, such as in MCI patients who are at risk for AD, exhibiting significantly reduced connectivity between hippocampi.\textsuperscript{69} The mPFC and lateral PFC have emerged as an AD-hub region responsible for linking functionally specialized regions.\textsuperscript{70} As a site of high amyloid-β accumulation, its ability to process information would be increasingly affected with disease progression. Positron-emission tomography imaging of blood flow during a face-memory task indicated that memory deficits early in AD were due to a reduction in integrated network activity, with the PFC and hippocampus as principal components.\textsuperscript{71} Functional connectivity of the hippocampus with several cortical regions was shown to be impaired in ApoE\textsuperscript{4} carriers by a combination of neuropsychological testing and imaging analyses designed to decipher context-dependent alterations in hippocampal connectivity.\textsuperscript{72} Early-stage AD ApoE\textsuperscript{4} carriers also exhibited decreased functional connectivity between the hippocampus and the medial FC and parietal cortex.\textsuperscript{61}
Resting-state fMRI analysis in AD patients found that right hippocampal connectivity with the mPFC and the ventral anterior cingulate cortex was reduced, but connectivity of the left hippocampus with the dorsolateral PFC was enhanced. The increased connectivity is likely to be a compensatory adjustment for recruiting additional resources to balance the decline in cognitive function in AD. A functional relationship between the posterior cingulate cortex and the hippocampus was seen in episodic memory fMRI in MCI patients. Interestingly, posterior cingulate cortex activation during episodic memory encoding was connected with right hippocampal activation, while episodic memory recognition was associated with left hippocampal activation, indicating the presence of hemisphere specialization. In an AD study that found a strong correlation between hippocampal volume and memory impairment, left hippocampal volume predicted verbal recall while right hippocampal volume predicted spatial recall, providing additional support for hemispheric specialization of memory in AD.

Neuroimaging studies in AD and depression have progressed from focused analysis of specific anatomical regions involved in disease pathology to incorporating a network approach that can yield insight into global relationships between spatially distinct brain structures, spawning the field of macrolevel circuit analysis – connectomics. The understanding of brain wiring gained by clinical connectomic investigations can be complemented with preclinical optogenetic technology to examine specific circuits and cell types with high spatial and temporal resolution. We expand on the applications of connectomic and optogenetic approaches to interrogate the hippocampal–PFC circuit in cognitive function.

**Optogenetics sheds light on the hippocampal–PFC circuit**

Optogenetics is rapidly becoming the method of choice to regulate neuronal circuits precisely in preclinical experiments. The method involves the use of light and light-sensitive opsins proteins to exert fine control over in vivo neuronal activity. Based on the goals of the investigation, specific opsins proteins can be chosen, either to depolarize or excite neurons (channelrhodopsin) or hyperpolarize and inhibit (halorhodopsin and archaerhodopsin). By utilizing animal models of neuropsychiatric disorders, optogenetics can enable the identification of disrupted brain circuits and complement conventional electrophysiological analysis. An elegant recent study employed optogenetic technology to facilitate the recall of old memories in a mouse model of AD. It successfully achieved this by activating the cells involved in the formation of memory engrams, in the hippocampal circuit. A similar approach was used by the same group to recall previous positive memories in a mouse model of depression. Optogenetic activation of the positive memory-gram cells in the hippocampal circuit was able to acutely reverse the depressed phenotype. This experiment draws attention to the therapeutic potential of positive memory recall in depression, as activating memory of the positive experience was more effective in overcoming the adverse behavioral consequences of stress exposure than the experience itself.

The existence of an mPFC–thalamic nucleus reuniens–hippocampal CA1 loop for goal-directed spatial navigation was determined by optogenetically manipulating this circuit at multiple nodes to demonstrate the relative importance of sub-regions within the hippocampus. The important role played by direct ventral hippocampus–mPFC afferents in encoding spatial cues during the performance of spatial working memory tasks was shown by employing a projection-specific optogenetic approach. The ventral hippocampus–mPFC input was required only for encoding cues, not for retrieval or maintenance. ω-Frequency but not θ-frequency synchrony was essential in this circuit for successful encoding of cues, reinforcing previous work indicating that γ-synchrony could be essential for proper long-range connectivity.

Optogenetic stimulation of somatostatin and parvalbumin containing interneurons in the PFC helped clarify the distinct contribution of these interneuron subtypes in working memory tasks and reward processing. This provided new insight of prefrontal circuitry in cognitive function. The combination of optogenetics and electrophysiology sheds light on the mechanism whereby the PFC regulates the processing of information for attention. This study strongly implicates fast-spiking mPFC parvalbumin neurons in guiding successful attention behavior. The therapeutic potential of optogenetics for cognitive deficits was demonstrated by γ-frequency stimulation of PFC interneurons specifically at 40 or 60 Hz. Interestingly, a single intervention was sufficient to produce cognitive enhancement that lasted over a week. Precise and selective activation of glutamatergic neurons in the mPFC improved associative recognition memory, an important aspect of cognitive function. However, it is important to note that stimulation was effective only if it occurred during the delay phase, and simply elevating glutamate release was ineffective. This observation illustrates how the precision of optogenetic stimulation can inform drug development by providing key details for consideration.
A major application of optogenetic research in neuropsychiatry will be to translate the important preclinical findings into useful noninvasive therapies in the clinic. When examining the success of circuit-level optogenetic analyses and behavioral function, it is quite clear that a high degree of spatial and temporal resolution is involved. Currently, therapeutic interventions with comparable precision are not available for clinical use. Several novel approaches have recently been proposed for potential clinical translation. These include viral transduction, where virus particles are used to over-express proteins of interest in a spatially restricted manner. Paramagnetic proteins, primarily ferritin, fused to a channel receptor function as an endogenous iron nanoparticle and enable the use of a magnetic field to modulate channel activity temporally. Low-intensity focused ultrasound has been recently used to non-invasively alter neuronal activity with high spatial resolution. Dysregulation of specific molecular targets has been identified in the entorhinal–hippocampal circuit. It is however likely that the most promising therapies would require some testing in primates before commencing human clinical trials.

**Connectomics**

In contrast to the highly precise, neuronal subtype-level resolution of optogenetics, connectomics focuses on the major neural highways in the brain. The Human Connectome Project aims to map neural connections in the brain at a scale that has not been previously attempted. The goal is to obtain insight into the anatomical and functional complexity in the human brain at the level of long-range connections. A combination of diffusion MRI to trace white-matter tracts for structural connectivity and resting-state fMRI for functional activity is being employed. The hope is that conducting these analyses in over a thousand individuals will provide accurate baselines and enable identification of disease-induced alterations in brain-network connectivity with high confidence. Connectomic analyses have begun to provide new insight into the pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric disorders, and it is now possible to define certain illnesses as connectivity disorders. Reduced functional connectivity, determined by functional connectivity MRI, has been reported in advanced AD, with patients demonstrating a striking decrease in connectivity between the hippocampus and FC. Altered functional connectivity is also evident early in AD, when plaque accumulation would be minimal. Long-distance connectivity was shown to be selectively vulnerable in AD, and deterioration correlated with cognitive decline. Graph theory-based topological analysis revealed that attenuation in long-distance connectivity also reduced the efficiency of the global brain network, leading to more widespread clinical cognitive deficits.

In patients afflicted with CI and depression, there is substantial overlap of connectivity abnormalities. Network-topology analyses reveal a reduction in network strength, efficiency, and regional connectivity in FC structures, collectively indicating disruption of white-matter integrity. In patients with a first episode of untreated depression, white-matter abnormalities can be a potential biomarker of pathophysiology. If compromised white-matter integrity and function are indeed precipitating factors in depression, it would be important to examine the role of antidepressants in rescuing or reversing these deficits. Ketamine has attracted much attention in recent years, due to its rapid-acting antidepressant properties. Its psychomimetic effects and abuse potential can however interfere with its use as a mainstream antidepressant in the clinic. Understanding its precise antidepressant mechanism is thus a high priority to develop next-generation compounds that do not carry undesirable side effects. A recent study on the role of ketamine in MDD patients demonstrated its ability to normalize disconnectivity between the PFC and the rest of the brain, suggesting that actions on white matter could be involved in its antidepressant mechanism. Although this suggests that impaired connectivity can be rescued, it is critical to understand ketamine’s impact on white matter. Efforts should be aimed at distinguishing between acute and chronic effects, as chronic ketamine usage has been shown to disrupt connectivity between the caudate and PFC. Focusing attention on understanding the molecular substrates that influence white-matter integrity would be an important research avenue. It can yield useful information regarding circuit neurobiology, and also potentially identify molecules that can restore connectivity deficits in multiple psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders.

Studying brain-network connectivity is likely to be challenging when developmental changes are ongoing, as the complex and dynamic maturation windows can influence the consistency of neuroimaging results. However, it is important to obtain structural and functional connectivity information of the brain during its most vulnerable state. Depression frequently surfaces during adolescence, a critical developmental period where an increase in white matter and reduction in cortical gray matter occurs. In unmedicated, first-episode adolescent patients with depression, both structural and functional connectivity in the PFC–hippocampal circuit was abnormal, with decreased functional connectivity...
in multiple PFC regions. Adolescent depression studies have also reported hyperconnectivity of the default network and better functional connectivity than healthy controls between the mPFC and posterior cingulate cortex during the processing of cognitive information. Hyperconnectivity was also noted during goal-directed emotional processing. The adolescent brain can be influenced by hormones, reward valence, and social interactions, which are also likely to impact network connectivity. It will thus be interesting to see the results of follow-up studies designed to examine treatment effects on connectivity.

A common molecular target in AD and depression

Dysregulation of the hippocampus–PFC circuit and similarities in hippocampal volume reduction in AD and depression could point to common deficits in cellular signaling. Identifying disease-related molecules that regulate key nodal points in the intracellular signaling network can yield deep insight into disease pathophysiology and provide opportunities to test the link between molecular dysfunction and behavioral deficits. Transcription factors that function as crucial molecules downstream of cell signaling have an important role in the investigation of molecular mechanisms of neuropsychiatric disorders. They are functionally positioned at critical nodal points where disease and drug-induced signal transduction converge. They are also capable of regulating an entire program of gene expression when activated, and thereby influence several distinct cellular processes and mechanisms. The cAMP response element binding (CREB) protein transcription factor has been actively studied in depression, and antidepres- sant activity, providing important understanding into the molecular basis of disease-relevant behavioral responses. CREB is activated by phosphorylation and drives the expression of different target genes based on the brain region where it is activated. It is interesting to note that CREB is also emerging as an important molecule in AD research. Postmortem studies on AD brain tissue have reported down-regulation of CREB in the hippocampus. Recent postmortem analysis found levels of CREB and activated phospho-CREB to be reduced in the PFC, and rather intriguingly discovered that CREB/phospho-CREB levels were also similarly reduced in peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Since reduction in CREB occurred prior to amyloid deposition and can also be detected in blood, it would be worthwhile to investigate CREB levels in clinical populations. CREB could emerge as an important molecular regulator of cognition in both depression and AD, and also serve as a useful biomarker.

Conclusion

The recent shift in focus from imaging gray-matter volumes to integrating brain-network data and analysis has created considerable excitement, and promises to reveal new insight into brain development, neuropsychiatric disorders, and brain function. The macrolevel understanding gained by connectomic studies can be investigated at the level of individual neurons and neural ensembles via optogenetic methodologies. These conceptual and technological advances have enabled neuroscientists to consider psychiatric disorders as circuit malfunctions. The value of investigating a particular circuit such as the hippocampus–PFC is enhanced by the fact that it involves regions that are strongly implicated in depression and AD and also share overlap in cognitive deficits. Determining precise molecular and genetic mechanisms will provide additional resolution and strengthen the rationale for utilizing circuit and connectivity information in disease diagnosis and treatment. Major dividends can ensue in terms of treatments that effectively target primary circuit deficits involved in multiple neuropsychiatric disorders.
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